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The software is compatible with Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit and 64-bit), Vista, and Windows Server 2003, 2008, 2012 and 2016... MAP-323_mod.map
(ObdLink) 8-7-2013 Fix map for OBD1 the second display works properly again, but not for OBD2.0. Calculate the remainder when p is divided by s. 2 Suppose

-8*l = -6*l. Suppose l = 4*z - 5*c - 5, 4*c = -4*z - 4 + 20. What is the remainder when 5 is divided by z? 0 Calculate the remainder when 71 is divided by
(-9)/(-2)*((-280)/(-12))/5. 17 Let h(z) = -z - 4. Let w be h(-11). Let g(n) = n**2 - 4*n + 1. Let l be g(w). Suppose -l*v + 20 = -4*v. What is the remainder when 23

is divided by v? 11 Suppose 5*x - 107 + 2 = 0. What is the remainder when x is divided by 8? 5 Let w = -10 - -10. Suppose w = -2*n + 15 + 1. What is the
remainder when 30 is divided by n? 8 Let a = 29 - 20. Calculate the remainder when 45 is divided by a. 6 Let u = 2 + -1. Suppose -5*x - 2*f + u = -x, 0 = -5*f +
10. Let w = 3 - x. Calculate the remainder when w is divided by 1. 0 Let d = -10 + 15. Let i = -28 + 28. Suppose i = z + 5*t + 6, 4*t + 6 = -3*z + 1. What is the
remainder when z is divided by d? 4 Suppose -4*b - b = -10. Calculate the remainder when b is divided by -2 + 1*2/2. 0 Suppose 4*m - 20 = 0, -5*g - 4*m + 14

= -26. Calculate the remainder when 14 is divided by g. 0 Suppose -4*j + 4
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